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ASSEMBLY, INSTALLATION & CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
20957, 20958 & 20959
SNEEZE GUARD for HOT DOG ROLLER GRILL

ASSEMBLY
1. Remove components from package. Remove protective
wrap from plastic parts.
2. Set up end panels with base offsets facing each other. Insert
either the blocker panel or the pass-thru panel in the rear
holes of the side panels.
3. Insert the pass-thru panel in the front holes of the side
panels.
4. Loosen 4 side screws in the top panel rails. Slide the top
rails over the side panels. Tighten the screws.
5. Set the assembled sneeze guard on the hot dog roller grill.
The side panel rails will fit over the side portions of the grill.

NOTE: Determine whether to
use the blocker panel or the
pass-thru panel for the back of
the sneeze guard.
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CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
SNEEZE GUARD MODELS 22957, 22958, 22959

CLEANING

IMPORTANT

1. Carefully remove sneeze guard from hot dog grille.
2. Clean with warm water and mild soap or detergent
applied with a soft cotton cloth.
3. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.
4. Dry with a soft cotton cloth or chamois to prevent water
spotting.
5. Carefully set sneeze guard back on grille.

In order to maintain clarity of
plastic parts, DO NOT use:
Abrasive Cleansers
Petroleum-Based Cleaners
Paper Towels
Sponges
Scouring pads
DO NOT use scrapers or other
sharp objects to clean the sneeze
guard plastic or metal parts.
DO NOT use chlorinated or
alkaline cleansers to clean the
sneeze guard.
DO NOT use plastic polish on the
sneeze guard. Plastic polishes
are not approved for use on food
preparation equipment.
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